AA SUBMISSION 348

Submission for the Inquiry into the impact of animal rights activism on Victorian
agriculture.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to this Victorian parliamentary committee regarding
the effectiveness of legislation and other measures to prevent and deter activities by unauthorised
persons on agricultural and associated industries.
I address each of the terms of reference throughout my submission.

As someone who was born and lived for nearly 50 years in this incredibly ‘lucky country’, I find myself
very concerned that evidence of such horrific abuse of animals has to be obtained by undercover
means in the first place.
However, I’m most alarmed that members of our elected government should be actively seeking
to censor the only means currently available of obtaining such critical evidence. I never believed
that I would live in a country in which the elected government moves to actively censor this
critical process, and criminalise undercover investigations that expose a degree of animal
abuse that is totally unacceptable to this society.
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A). The type and prevalence of unauthorised activity on Victorian farms and
related industries, and the application of existing legislation.
The incidence of unlawful trespassing by members of the electorate concerned about animal welfare is
overwhelmingly minimal, as is evidenced in prosecution statistics outlined in section D of this
submission.
Unfortunately, the case of an incredibly small number of highly publicised recent incursions made by
members of fringe groups, has provided an opportunity for commercial stakeholders/beneficiaries of
farming agriculture and also those politicians (predominantly National Party) who clearly seek to
support and advance the interests of those stakeholders, to attempt to introduce a blanket policy of
censorship, by criminalising the undercover investigations that provide this critically important
information.
I refer to the absurd and sensational comments made about this by The NSW agriculture minister,
Adam Marshall, who said that the state was “putting these vigilantes and thugs on notice”. Deputy
Premier John Barilaro also branded animal activists “domestic terrorists”.

As a scientist and proponent of rational, balanced, and most importantly - evidence-based
policy/legislation formation, I’m personally at a total loss at to why the CONTENT of the evidence of
widespread abuse in farming secured via undercover investigation (currently the only form of evidence
available due to the lack of transparency of practice at these facilities) is not the central focus here.
Why are the Govt Depts responsible for the welfare of Australia’s farm animals responding to this by not
only refusing to acknowledge and act on this critically important evidence of significant gaps in our
current farm animal welfare legislation (and blatant breaches of those existing regulations), but instead
putting a ridiculous amount of energy and public resources into limiting the opportunity to secure and
publish this vitally important evidence.
It’s clear to the public that this new ag-gag legislation has nothing to do with trespassing, or property
damage or theft on farms. If as much motivation were put behind addressing the real issue, there would
be no need for the public to have to secure evidence of animal cruelty by the only means currently
available ie. undercover.
The Govt must (and will in due course) acknowledge the mounting groundswell of public outrage at the
woeful state of current farm animal welfare regulation, and move to make meaningful, wholesale
improvements to the relevant legislation and Codes of Practice.
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B) The workplace health and safety and biosecurity risks, and potential impacts of
animal activists’ activity on Victorian farms, to Victoria’s economy and international
reputation.
It’s clear that the deficient current agricultural animal welfare legislation and codes of practice (and
compelling cases of widespread breaches to that most rudimentary welfare regulation) in place on Victorian
(and of course more widely, Australian) farms is garnering overwhelming negative international attention, as
it should.
Any damage to either the international reputation of Victorian/Australian farming, or the economic
impact of consumers increasingly making more informed choices towards ethical producers of
higher welfare products, is solely due to the content of the evidence secured by undercover means,
not the process by which it was obtained.
This is a critical point that must be acknowledged, but is one that of course is actively overlooked by those
legislators and politicians proposing these ag-gag bills in support of key stakeholders and beneficiaries of
the current deficient status of agriculture welfare legislation.
This has not escaped the attention of the electorate, and is resulting in a mounting groundswell of public
outrage. I’m sure this is reflected in the submissions made to the committee on this inquiry.
This committee should be well aware of the 2019 report “Australia’s Shifting Mindset on Animal Welfare”
commissioned by the federal Department of Agriculture and Water Resources
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/SiteCollectionDocuments/animal/farm-animal-welfare.pdf .
This report found that 95% of respondents viewed farm animal welfare with concern and an overwhelming
91% wanted reform to address it.
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C) Animal activists’ compliance with the Livestock Disease Control Act 1994, Livestock
Management Act 2010, and the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986;
I find it paradoxical that this inquiry should reference the notion of animal activists’ compliance with the
“Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986”, when farm animals are not even covered by this most rudimentary
legislation.
In terms of compliance with livestock disease and management, it’s clear that whilst there is no evidence that
activists pose any greater risk to livestock than is posed by any other individual working onsite, that their
undercover evidence does expose widespread disease and biohazard risk practices throughout the industry.
There are numerous cases of evidenced breaches to the most basic OHS/biosecurity codes of conduct in these
farms and slaughterhouses, revealed by undercover means. Case in point is today’s abc inquiry into this
slaughterhouse below:

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-08-02/video-footage-reveals-alleged-cruelty-at-illegalslaughterhouse/11375854?fbclid=IwAR0kOMxBOEw2r9DM3Yi6GmTzZgftRkq84WZE3vxm7hBZJX3vDYZYNBduY

The critical message here is that clear breaches to the Acts of interest to this committee (ie. Livestock
disease, biohazard, OHS) would not be revealed to authorities or the public without undercover
investigations.
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D) The civil or criminal liability of individuals and organisations who promote or organise
participation in unauthorised animal activism activities.
Australia already has adequate legislation to protect against criminal liability and trespassing. I draw the
committee to the follow relevant supporting prosecution statistics (*note, these figures relate to all incidents
of trespass, not only those cases related to animal rights activists):



The higher courts of Victoria heard 54 cases of Entering a Place without authority or lawful
excuse from 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2016. The majority had resulted in imprisonment, (57.4%)
which were all sentenced to a custodial sentence of up to 1 year.



Sentencing in the Magistrates’ Courts.
The Magistrates’ Courts of Victoria heard a total of 2,269 cases (2,626 charges) of Entering a
Place Without Authority or Lawful Excuse from 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2016. These cases
resulted in a variety of sentencing options with the majority receiving imprisonment as a penalty
(28.0%). Other sentences were: Community Correction Order (23.7%), fine (22.2%), adjourned
undertaking/discharge/dismissal (19.4%), wholly suspended sentence (4.1%), partially
suspended sentence (1.4%), Youth Justice Centre Order (0.6%), and other sentencing options
(0.6%).



The longest prison term imposed was 36+ months but this was given to only 0.6% of those
who received imprisonment as a sentence. The majority was given less than 3 months (35.0%)
of jail term.
Of those who received a financial penalty, 2.3% (aggregate) received the highest amount
imposed which was in the $5,000 &lt; $10,000 category. The majority, however, was sentenced
to a fine in the $500 &lt; $1,000 category (31.2% for aggregate and 9.1% for non-aggregate).
Please note that suspended sentences were abolished in Victoria for all offences committed
on or after 1 September 2014 https://www.criminal-lawyers.com.au/offences/unlawfully-onpremises accessed 7 July 2019.
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E) Analyse the incidence and responses of other jurisdictions in Australia and internationally.

As previously stated the bills currently before the federal parliament and some state parliaments have little to
do with trespassing, property damage or theft on farms. They are much like ag-gag laws, which have been
proven time and time again to not work. We should learn from this conversation already taking place in the
United States, with bills defeated in 15 states and ruled unconstitutional in three others.

A decision in the United States state of Iowa, in 2012 to introduce the crime of “agricultural production
facility fraud,” Iowa Code § 717A.3A, in 2012, on the heels of several industrial
farm investigations that brought attention to Iowa’s agricultural industry (courthouse news as referenced
below). This law was repealed in January 2019 as it was successfully argued that it impermissibly restricts
free speech under the First Amendment
(https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/IowaAgGagRuling.pdf accessed 7 July
2019).
Its highly likely that the negative public attention drawn to the current ag-gag bills will have a similar effect
here.
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F) Provide recommendations on how the Victorian Govt and industry could improve protection
for farmer’s privacy, business, and the integrity of our biosecurity system and animal welfare
outcomes, whether through law reform of other measures.
Given that farmers’ privacy and biosecurity systems are clearly adequately covered in current legislation, the
focus on improving their business profitability and of course animal welfare outcomes, rests solely in
ensuring and transparently self-evidencing to the consuming public, that they are AT THE VERY LEAST
conducting their business in accordance with current legislation/codes of practice – preferably that they are
going well beyond that deficient legislation, and following sound ethical guidelines in their treatment of their
animals.
Of course its clear that current legislation is woefully deficient and requires systematic review and
improvement. This deficiency certainly would not have come to the attention of the voting public by any other
means than the evidence secured by those brave members of the electorate who revealed it.
I have believed for decades that its essential for this country to establish a dedicated and independent office
of animal welfare, to oversee the evolution of animal welfare legislation and compliance to it. This office
needs to be non-partisan and sit outside the closed loop of mutually invested parties (being agricultural
stakeholders and the politicians seeking to protect and advance their commercial interests).
I refer to the 2016 report published by the Productivity Commission (Australian Government’s independent
research and advisory body on a range of economic, social and environmental issues affecting the welfare
of Australians) which formally advises Govt to establish this independent office. This report outlined two
critical points:
1. The current process for setting standards for farm animal welfare does not adequately value the
benefits of animal welfare to the community.
2. That an independent statutory agency is required.
The report states that “Farm animal welfare is a policy area that is expected to evolve over time as
community attitudes evolve and as new scientific evidence becomes available. The policy challenge is to
have arrangements in place that can transparently weigh up the costs of improved animal welfare against
the benefits (the value of animal welfare to the community),
Pg 21, Productivity Commission Inquiry Report Overview & Recommendations - No. 79, 15
November 2016.
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Pg 22, Productivity Commission Inquiry Report Overview & Recommendations - No. 79, 15
November 2016.

I understand that to-date such an independent agency has not been established. Australia clearly needs to
join the global movement of developed and progressive nations such as UK, NZ, Canada and European
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Union that have some form of national animal welfare advisory committee or other forum through which to
progress and ensure consistency in animal welfare policy.
Thankyou again for the opportunity to make a submission. This enquiry offers an extraordinary opportunity
for the Victorian parliament to make effective, sound wholesale recommendations regarding the future
direction of the evolution of farm animal legislation. I’m sure the committee will make a balanced and
rational assessment of the evidence submitted around these relevant reference points to that end.
Furthermore, I don’t believe the committee can make any informed decisions on this critical until it’s
members have at least watched the documentary Dominion. Can I respectfully suggest that all members
watch this: https://vimeo.com/ondemand/dominionfilm.
Sincerely,
Meaghan Hughes.
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